Easy setup guide for speaker system

Refer to the illustration below for speaker connections A–H.

You can setup the speakers easily by selecting the speaker pattern.

1. Find your speaker pattern by referring to the illustration at right. You can use the flow chart at right.

2. Press $\text{SET}$ to turn on the system.

3. Press $\text{MAIN MENU}$ repeatedly to select "SET UP".

4. Press $\langle$ or $\rangle$ repeatedly to select "EASY SET". If it does not appear, select "NORM SET" and turn the /–/+ jog dial to select "EASY SET".

5. Press $\langle$ or $\rangle$ repeatedly to select "SP. PAT. X –X".

6. Turn the /–/+ jog dial to select your speaker pattern, then press ENTER.

What is your speaker pattern?

The speaker pattern depends on the number of speakers you have.

- 2 speakers
- 3 speakers
- 4 speakers
- 5 speakers and a subwoofer
- 6 speakers and a subwoofer
- 7 speakers and a subwoofer

Refer to the illustration above, follow [yes] if you have the speakers and follow [no] if you do not.

- For 2 speakers: Set to 2-0
- For 3 speakers: Set to 3-0 or 3-1
- For 4 speakers: Set to 4-0
- For 5 speakers and a subwoofer: Set to 5-0 or 5-1
- For 6 speakers and a subwoofer: Set to 6-0 or 6-1
- For 7 speakers and a subwoofer: Set to 7-0 or 7-1
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